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Ask A Question 

How will our bearded dragon react in:
a. Cold weather?
b. Hot weather?
c. Windy weather?
d. Rainy weather?



Research 

• In the wild, bearded dragons live in the deserts and woodlands of 
central Australia which is about 98-102 degrees fahrenheit. 

•

• In captivity, beardies like to bask in a warm spot that is about 
88-100 degrees fahrenheit.

• A cold blooded animal’s  body temperature changes to match 
the outside temperature. 

• Bearded dragons thrive on cooler temperatures (around 65-75 
degrees fahrenheit) during their sleeping time because that 

helps them be more active during the day. 



Hypothesis

We believe that our bearded dragon will turn black in color 
and will try to find somewhere to hide for warmth in cold 
weather. When she is in a warm environment, we think she 
will try to bask in the place that gets hottest. We also think 
she will turn orange in color and will open her mouth to 
help keep her body temperature the same. In windy 
weather we think she will run for cover and or stay very 
still. Finally, in rainy weather we think she will try to find 
shelter. 



Materials

▪ bearded dragon
▪ heat lamp
▪ fan
▪ water bottle for mist
▪ a shady spot outdoors
▪ reptile shelter (cave)



Procedure

▪ Observe the bearded dragon in all four weather 
conditions for five minutes each.

▪ Try to keep the animal  as comfortable as 
possible. 

▪ Try not to interfere with the dragon during the 
experiment.

▪ Take notes on how she reacts; watch her skin 
coloring, her behavior and her actions.

▪ Take pictures of her reactions and behavior.



Data/Observations
Warm Weather (Under Basking Lamp)

Our bearded dragon is very alert but relaxed. Her eyes dart around to 
keep aware of her surroundings. Her skin is more orange, especially 
her beard. She gapes to keep her perfect body temperature. She 
seems happy to rest on her basking spot; her limbs are relaxed and 
she is calm.

example of behavior Basking Beard color



Observations- continued
Windy Weather (using fan in her enclosure)

Our bearded dragon is breathing faster. At first, she is very curious about the new 
object in her tank and starts looking for places to hide away from the wind. Her 
eyes still dart around and she is alert and a bit uncomfortable.  Her color gets 
slightly darker. She finally decides to hide in the back corner of the tank  under 
her hammock with her cave as a wind blocker.

Results of wind in her enclosure



Observations- continued
Cold Weather (shady spot outdoors, around 60 degrees Fahrenheit)

Our bearded dragon was still and calm but her color got darker- almost black. She 
was alert but didn’t try to move to a sunnier spot. She only moved her eyes but not 
the rest of her body.

Examples of coloring and behavior



Observations- continued
▪ Rainy Weather (with lukewarm spray mister) in enclosure

Our bearded dragon started out very relaxed. She was resting on a log 
with her limbs relaxed. When we started the spray, she immediately 
stood up and closed her eyes. She was no longer relaxed but she didn’t 
run away. We sprayed her five times in all. Each time she closed her 
eyes but did not move otherwise. When we were done spraying her, she 
went to the corner of her cage to hide.  Her color did not change.

Start During the spray Color



Conclusion
For most of our experiment our hypothesis was correct. We thought our 
bearded dragon would change color depending on the weather. We guessed 
that she would react in certain ways that we predicted. She did try to get 
out of the rain and hide from the wind. We thought she would love her 
warm basking spot and gape to keep her temperature. We even guessed that 
she would not really like the wind and rain and we were right. 

 We guessed that our bearded dragon would change colors but it wasn’t as 
extreme as we thought it would be. We were also surprised that she did not 
run away from the wind and rain as fast as we thought she would. 
We learned some new things from our experiment and had a fun time, too. 
We also found out  that even though we’ve had our dragon for a while, she 
can still surprise us!
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